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Long Lasting HA Filler?
Patented MCL*technology *MCL: Multi Staged Crosslinking

High viscosity is obtained through patented stage micro beads manufacturing technology based on 
cross linked Hyaluronic Acid

Existing Cross-linking
technology

Another bead united by
new bead

Kbelle Ultra 
(Semi-solid Gel state)

Longevity Comparison Graph

Kbelle Ultra

Ultrafine bead divided by
molecule of HA

New bead united by
ultrafine bead

DURATION

3 years

1 years

Cross-linking rate
Particle Size or Concentration

Cross-linking rate

Particle Size or
Concentration

Technology 
in existing 

HA filler
Primary or Secondary 

cross-linking 
can be different 
in each company.

Comparison to conventional products that claim to have produced a long lasting HA filler
Most companies claim to have successfully manufactured a long lasting HA filler by increasing the cross-linking rate. 
However, due to limitations in the cross-linking technology these products instead have only increased viscosity and 
particle size, which does not contribute to a long lasting HA filler. Moreover, products that have only raised viscosity 
does not show good moldability.

*Data on file



Quality Assurance

Through MCL technology we produce long lasting Kbelle filler that adjusted cross linking rate.

Increased concentration
Products with enhanced concentration of 60 mg/ml have 
poor molding force. (Most HA fillers are produced at a 
concentration of 20 mg/ml)

Competitor

Product Name

Particle Size

Concentration

Product “P”

1,000㎛

20mg/ml

Kbelle

450㎛

20mg/ml

Product with increased particle size
Due to the limitations of existing cross-linking technology.
duration is shortened by utilizing low level cross-linking
technology which is not micro-dictated. 
(6 months to 12 months)

DURATION
3 years

2 years

1 years

Conditions that govern the duration

Safe Material
Shiseido Co., Ltd. in Japan with European Pharmacopoeia

Rigorous Review Process
Developed DVS, MDAWO technology (Multiple Degree Amphiphilic Wash-Out technology) 
with purity of 97% or more and applied process.

Stability and Effectiveness
KFDA for medical device on 4th grade and CE, and DVS Washing technology.

Disadvantages
of competitors’ products

Comparison with other products

HA Duration

Normal

Particle Size
increase

Concentration
increase

Cross-linking
rate increase



In general, Hyaluronic acid tends to undergo chemical transformation easily at high cross linking rate.
However, Kbelle, our products proves that in the refractive index comparative experiment, the same 
wavelength pattern maintains as the raw material initially has in spite of higher cross linking rate.
It shows 100% of HA maintains without any changes.

Centrifuge test proceeded at a rate of 
3,000 rpm for 30 minutes
Condition: 1cc of each sample is injected to 500cc of moisture

Comparison result of moisture content in water

Sample 
1cc Injection

500cc
Moisture

In other words, there is no harmful effect even if the body absorbs it, both of raw material 
and the finished product are 100% of hyaluronic.

Safety

High mixture content means that even a small amount causes a large amount of effect.
By realizing high viscosity with MSC (Multi Staged Crosslinking) technology, particle structure is dense
and it has high moisture content.

Test for Hydrophilicity

Refractive Absorbance Analysis
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Finished 
Product

Show higher volumetric effect in same filler amount

Excellent volume up effect with less capacity

Easy molding
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Sterile absorbable hyaluronic Acid Dermal Filler

Product Specification

20mg/ml

10ml X 1Syringe

20~21G 50mm
Cannula

400μm

Body Contour

Increase buttocks size

Lift saggy bottom

BODY
Classic-H

HA Concertaraion

Volume

Needle

Particle size

Cross linking rate

Injection layer

BODY

HA Concertaraion

Volume

Needle

Particle size

Cross linking rate

Injection layer

20mg/ml

10ml X 1Syringe

21~23G 50mm
Cannula

250μm

Body Contour

Increase fullness and projection of our breasts 

Improve the balance of our figure

Classic-S




